Year-long sponsorships of our historic Looff carousel bring happiness to thousands of children and families each year. Join us by making your pledge of support today!

Sponsor a Carousel Animal or Chariot
Sponsorships purchased between Memorial Day and Labor Day 2021 will be recognized on a carousel animal or chariot between November 2021 - October 2022. Recognition may be made in honor or in memory of someone of your choosing (character limits apply). Additionally, you will receive four carousel passes (value $20), invitations to special carousel events, and recognition on our website and in our FY22 annual report. Animals and chariots will be offered on a first-come, first-served basis, with selection finalized upon receipt of payment.

- $2,500 large chariots (1 available)
- $1,500 small chariots (2 available)
- $1,000 exterior circle animals - horses, camel, giraffe, or ram (17 available)
- $750 central circle animals - horses, camel, giraffe, or ram (28 available)
- $500 interior circle animals - horses, camel, giraffe, or ram (14 available)

Small Business and Corporate Sponsorships
Show your support of our Yerba Buena community as an annual sponsor of the LeRoy King Carousel! Sponsorships purchased between Memorial Day and Labor Day 2021 will receive recognition at the carousel, on our website, and in our FY22 annual report. Special promotions tied to National Carousel Day (July 25, 2021), our annual holiday carousel event (November 27, 2021), and Spring Break (March - April 2022) will enhance your organization’s visibility among Bay Area children and families. Best of all, your support provides carousel access for our Museums for All guests free of charge.

- $5,000 - Presenting Sponsor
- $1,000 - Community Sponsor
- $100 - Yerba Buena Neighborhood Small Business Sponsor

For more information or to secure your sponsorship today, contact Katharine Greenbaum, Director of Philanthropy & Strategic Initiatives, at katharine@creativity.org
Recognition Styles

Animals

Small Chariots

Large Chariot

Interior Circle Animals

#1 Jumping Ram
Blue jewels, stunning primary-colored saddle, kindhearted.

#7 Jumping Camel
Chic appearance, vibrant greens and yellows, dependable.

#11 Jumping Horse
Dynamic brown and white coat, golden star pendant, explorer.

#15 Jumping Horse
Soft pink and blue tones, fabulous tri-colored jewels, friendly demeanor.

#22 Jumping Horse
Red and yellow jewels, seafoam hues, guardian of the ocean.

#26 Jumping Horse
Royal lineage, exquisite blues and reds, leader.
Interior Circle (Continued)

#30 Jumping Horse
Multicolored jewels, admirable blue saddle, steadfast pose.

#34 Armored Horse
Silver armor with gold fringes, red cloak, devoted to their comrades.

#39 Jumping Horse
Striking yellow coat, vibrant green and blue accents, symbol of art and creativity.

#43 Jumping Horse
Polished, refined jewels and garb, royal appearance, charitable personality.

#47 Jumping Horse
Gold trimmings with dazzling blues, yellows, and greens, keeper of wisdom.

#54 Jumping Giraffe
Orange and green saddle, graceful leaper, youthful spirit.

#58 Jumping Horse
Stunning green, yellow and red dressings, brown and white coat, collaborator.

#62 Jumping Horse
Gold medallions, ruby red and rustic brown coloring, rambunctious.

Next Page for Central Circle!
Central Circle

#2 Jumping Ram
Superb primary coloring, energetic stance, cheerful spirit.

#3 Jumping Ram
Primary coloring with tasteful black lining, radiant red crest, poetic.

#8 Jumping Camel
Noble, ruby red dressings, crescent-shaped medallions, supportive personality.

#9 Jumping Camel
Exquisite assortment of jewels, dignified blue and orange garb, philanthropic.

#12 Jumping Horse
Beautiful array of red and orange jewels, captivating gradients of blue and green, optimistic.

#13 Jumping Horse
Gold and red jewels, superb coloring and hair design, inquisitive.

#16 Jumping Horse
Delightful hues of pink and blue, fabulous jewel work, theatrical personality.

#17 Jumping Horse
Royal blue finish, with red and pink accents, charging pose, has the need for speed.

#23 Jumping Horse
Beautiful jewel-infused sash, teal and seafoam dressings, advocate.
#24 Jumping Horse
Exuberant and stylish dressings, ruby red jewels, caretaker of surrounding wildlife.

#27 Jumping Horse
Charging pose, royal blue and yellow coloring, sprightly personality.

#28 Jumping Horse
Bedazzled sash with multicolored jewels, intricate dressing design, patron of good fortune.

#31 Jumping Horse
Brilliant gold fringes with blue, red, and orange colors, red jewels, genius improvisor.

#32 Jumping Horse
Vibrant dressings with red and blue jewels, green and orange detailing, heroic personality.

#35 Armored Horse
Noble and dependable, silver armor with red medallions and dressings, supporting and kind.

#36 Armored Horse
Refined dragon scale armor with gold fringes, vibrant primary coloring, brilliant strategist.

#40 Jumping Horse
Green and orange dressings paired with gold medallions, passionate about knowledge and research.

#41 Jumping Horse
Red jewels, ornate green and blue dressing, detail-oriented and precise.
#44 Jumping Horse
Stunning blue jewel and gold medallion, pink and royal blue dressings, peacemaker.

#45 Jumping Horse
Marvelous dragon scale dressings, tricolored jewels, indulgent in the lavish luxuries or life.

#48 Jumping Horse
Brown hues with green jewels, devoted to agriculture and propagation.

#49 Jumping Horse
Gorgeous blue jewels, natural tones, eager personality.

#55 Jumping Giraffe
Green gem and jewel detailing, elaborate spotting, kind and faithful.

#56 Jumping Giraffe
Dynamic patterning, detailed red and yellow garb, delightful personality.

#59 Jumping Horse
Modest coloring, beautiful brown spotting on the coat, fearless and brave.

#60 Jumping Horse
Intricate green, yellow and red dressings, golden detailing, dependable.

#63 Jumping Horse
Bold coloring with gold-enrusted jewels, sunset brown, focused and driven.

#64 Jumping Horse
Impeccable jewel work, glamorous hair and flashy dressings, life of the rodeo.
Exterior Circle

#4 Jumping Ram
Amazing gold and blue-laced embroidery, magnificent horn work, leader of the pack.

#6 Stationary Horse
Ruby red sash, gold-encrusted jewel work, determined and graceful personality.

#10 Jumping Camel
Intricate patterns and jewel work, red and gold hues, fashion-forward trend setter.

#14 Jumping Horse
Extravagant pink and blue outfit multicolored jewels, socialite.

#18 Jumping Horse
Royal blues and soft purple coloring, immaculate jewel work with shapes, stands for unity.

#19 Stationary Horse
Notable primary colored dressings, sparkling jewels, comedic and charismatic personality.

#21 Stationary Horse
Elaborate jewel and pattern work, vibrant red and green colors, personable and generous.

#25 Jumping Horse
Beautiful seafoam and pink dressings, lavish jewel work, devoted to sustainability.

#29 Jumping Horse
Collector of treasures, vast array of jewels with gold and silver trimmings, expensive tastes.
Exterior Circle (Continued)

#33 Jumping Horse
Stunning variety of jewels, gold fringes, believer in magic.

#37 Jumping Horse
A knight’s most trusted steed, green and blue jewels with unbreakable armor, promotes safety first.

#46 Jumping Horse
Diverse coloring and pattern work, orange and red jewels, flower enthusiast.

#50 Jumping Horse
Gold, red and blue pattern work, dappled jewels, rejuvenator.

#53 Stationary Horse
Brilliant crystal jewels paired with orange and blue dressings, eagle saddle, courageous.

#57 Jumping Giraffe
Elaborate serpent dressing design and jewel work, creative flare, always seeking a ‘Eureka’ moment.

#61 Jumping Horse
Burnt orange saddle paired with red and green garb, multicolored jewels, persistent.

#65 Jumping Horse
Vibrant red and green patterning, exquisite jewels, crafty.

Next Page for Chariots!
Small Chariots

#5 Small Chariot
Sapphire blue dragon, stunning silver detailing, proud and strong.

#38 Small Chariot
Emerald green dragon, lavish gold detailing, learned and wise.

Large Chariot

#52 Large Chariot
Beautiful family-sized chariot, gold and green serpent and vine sculpting, built for luxury and style.